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Featured Application: The methodology developed in this research has direct application in
understanding European initiatives and policies for adaptation to climate change through the
identification of differentiated strategic adaptation frameworks.

Abstract: The European Union (EU) has assigned municipal governments a key role in the
transformations needed to achieve its climate and energy objectives. One of the main initiatives of the
EU has been the “The Covenant of Mayors”, launched in 2008, with impacts beyond Europe due to
integration with the “Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy”. This research focuses on
local measures to adapt to climate change, verifying their differences between themselves, and aims
to identify and characterize patterns in the different adaptation strategies examined. Further aims are
(i) the collection of good practices, framed in the Mayors Adapt initiative, managing multidimensional
data from the context and from its adaptation proposals; (ii) the classification of strategies in profiles
and patterns using artificial neural networks based on the previous variables; (iii) the characterization
and comparison of such profiles. The results substantiate the existence of several well-differentiated
approaches, connected with their geographical context, vulnerability and politics. These results
provide valuable information for its interpretation and for the planning of climate change adaptation
actions, highlighting the value of the creation of networks of institutional collaboration targeted at
each strategic framework.

Keywords: European policies; climate change; adaptation; profiles; pattern; Artificial Intelligence;
Self-Organizing Maps; sustainability; urban planning

1. Introduction

Over more than a decade, climate change has become one of the main concerns for 68% of
Europeans [1], which, together with the confirmation of the effect that cities have on the global
emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) [2] (with 2% of the Earth’s surface generating between 31% and
80% of such gases at global level [3]), has led to the transformation of international political agendas in
recent years [4].

Within the framework of the European 20-20-20 targets [5], which set a reduction of 20% of the
European Union’s GHGs, an increase to 20% of energy consumption being based on renewable resources
and the improvement of 20% of energy efficiency in general terms by 2020, a major municipal-level
initiative called “The Covenant of Mayors” (CoM) was launched in January 2008 and updated in
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October 2015. It arose to support the efforts of local entities regarding the implementation of a
Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP) and to support their contribution to the mitigation of emissions.
The seminal and probably most important idea of the CoM is the exchange and application of best
practices between European cities and towns [6]. The initiative takes advantage of the resilience and
ingenuity of individual cities as they pursue ambitious policy [7], while up-scaling such achievements
through the constitution of European transnational network [8].

In 2014, the EU updated its 20-20-20 targets [9], intensifying its commitments, albeit in a
non-binding way for the countries involved. The Commissioner for Climate Action considered
that, together with the reduction of GHG to mitigate climate change, the European Union needed
to strengthen its resilience to the unavoidable effects of climate change [10]. The path had already
been paved in The European Commission White Paper 2009, “Adapting to climate change: Toward a
European framework for action” [11]. According to Kane and Shogren, we mitigate climate risk-cutting
GHGs emissions to reduce the likelihood of adverse environmental or climatological conditions, and
we adapt to climate risk by modifying production and consumption decisions to reduce the severity of
adverse environmental or climatological conditions should they occur [12].

To address this incipient need to boost adaptation, on 16 October 2014, the European Commission’s
Directorate General for Climate Action launched a new, local initiative called Mayors Adapt
(MA), which should coexist with pre-existing programs such as LIFE (L’Instrument Financier pour
l’Environnement) [13] or CoM. Even before the official constitution of the MA, the European Committee
of the Regions (CoR) recommended the consolidation of municipal programs for the exchange of good
practices, such as the CoM, as well as the promotion of new ones [14], such as the MA, highlighting the
key role of the local level, as well as the relevance of forums for the exchange of ideas, guaranteeing
policy coherence and synergies between the different initiatives.

While the CoM focuses on the reduction of GHG, which is a clear mitigation strategy, the MA is
endeavored to the adaptation of cities to the effects of climate change. In spite of their well-defined
objectives and clear strategic differences, in 2015, the CoM and the MA merged into the Covenant of
Mayors for Climate and Energy (CoM–C&E), the latter being integrated in 2016 with the Compact of
Mayors (a trans-European initiative) in what would then be named the Global Covenant of Mayors for
Climate and Energy (GCoM), with a clear global aspiration beyond European borders.

This process of transformation and integration with other initiatives, until the current GCoM, has
not been exempt from controversy, being considered by some authors as an incomplete initiative [15]. It
raises the questions of whether the standardization of procedures for appraisal, transfer and up-scaling
of initiatives within the CoM framework are ready or not to be implemented in the MA framework,
given that the local actions can be deeply influenced by their geographical, political and cultural
contexts, disregarding climate goals and strategies [16].

In a similar way, scientific studies often seek to understand the strategies of CoMs by making
classifications from an approach based on mitigation objectives [17]. However, this is not the case when
analyzing the adaptation approach, as there are very few studies that have compared European local
adaptation measures on a wide scale [18]. The research presented here aims to fill the gap in systematic
studies on adaptation initiatives, by exploring and classifying actions labeled as “good practices” [19]
by the Mayors Adapt program during its year of activity prior to its integration with the CoM.

The aim of this work is the development of a new method for the comparative evaluation of
European adaptation initiatives. For this purpose, the strategies and municipal good practices in
the framework of the MA are analyzed in an exploratory and heuristic way. In order to do so,
the context (geographical framework, biogeographical framework and impact of climate change) of
these good practices is analyzed, as well as the adaptation strategies elaborated by their municipal
governments (actions, approach, methodology and estimated difficulty of development), obtaining
such information from 84 different municipal strategies from the initiative’s repository [19]. There are
some studies that have carried out comparative analyses of adaptation strategies that allow a good
contextualization [18,20], even providing a classification of the strategies, basing their knowledge
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on the division into groups based on one-dimensional factors and often previously selected. The
methodology proposed for the classification of strategies aims to avoid assuming a priori a given
relevance of the variables. For this purpose, a heuristic methodology is proposed for the classification
of information patterns and profiles by means of a methodology based on artificial neural networks,
specifically Self-Organizing Maps [21], which has proved effective in patterns recognition in other
areas [22–29], to finally carry out the characterization and critical comparison of such profiles by using
non-parametric statistical techniques [30,31] and odds ratio analysis (OR) [32,33]. This classification
and characterization is intended to be useful to understand the different strategies and their relationship
with others belonging to the same typology or strategic pattern and as a frame of reference for future
implementations of local climate change adaptation policies and actions, and with the possibility of
drawing comparisons with other strategies, such as the CoM mitigation strategies.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the strategic context of the CoM and
MA initiatives; Section 3 shows the state of the art in research, identifying types of climate change
strategies in the EU; Section 4 describes the sources of information and procedures carried out on them;
Section 5 shows the results achieved, describing and characterizing the different patterns and profiles
of adaptation strategies found in the good practices studied in the Mayors Adapt initiative; Section 6
gives the main contributions of the work in relation to the state of the art. Finally, the main conclusions
are highlighted in the last section of the document.

2. Strategic Context of the Covenant of Mayors and the Mayors Adapt Initiative

One of the most important European policies in the field of cities is the Second European Action
Plan for Energy Efficiency [34], which established the basis for EU objectives and identified “energy
efficiency in built-up areas” as a priority action. In 2007, the political framework for energy and
climate policies was set [35], attempting to limit global climate change to 2 ◦C, serving as the germ
of the well-known 20-20-20 targets [5]. Various directives from 2009 and 2010 were aligned to these
targets, aiming to promote “Renewable Energy Sources” [36], the target set for the realization of
“nearly zero-energy buildings”, which set goals for the end of 2018 in public buildings and in 2020
for the private sector [37], as well as certain initiatives of great implementation significance at the
municipal level, such as “The Covenant of Mayors” (CoM). The CoM was established by the European
Commission (EC) in January 2008 and updated in October 2015 [38]. CoM, together with cities, involves
countries and regions in the reduction of GHG [39]. It is signed voluntarily by Mayors in order to reach
the 20-20-20 targets [6], guided by coordinated tools and methodologies [4] in an innovative model of
multi-level governance towards environmental sustainability [39], encouraging, alongside traditional
vertical forms of climate governance, the emergence of a horizontal level that facilitates comparison
between the municipalities and spill-over effects [40].

Initially, in 2008, the CoM was subscribed to by 96 cities, reaching 640 cities in September 2009 [41],
surpassing the figure of 2100 signatory municipalities in February 2011. Following the successful
implementation in these first months [38]. Spatially, the high degree of implementation and number
of signatures of the agreements can be observed in Figure 1a, and it can be verified in Figure 1b that
the contribution of monitoring reports failed to reach such levels by far [42]. In October 2017, the
CoM’s implementation reached more than 7600 municipalities, representing more than 238 million
inhabitants [43], raising the number of signatory municipalities to 9600 by June 2019, involving more
than 326 million inhabitants [38].

In January 2014, the European Council adopted a new climate and energy framework that adjusted
the previous 20-20-20 targets for 2020 in what we could state by analogy as the new 40-27-30 targets
for 2030, which made a commitment to meet the previous targets and setting new targets with a 40%
reduction in GHG, an increase in renewable resources to 27% and an improvement in energy efficiency
of 30% [9]. This new European climate and energy framework, while strengthening commitments, was
not made binding, with no particular attention paid to implementation at the local level [40].
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Faced with scientific data warning that global warming and its effects were worsening, the
European Committee of the Regions suggested in June 2014 that the targets should become binding,
and even rise further to the 50-40-40 triad in an attempt to prevent a catastrophic rise in temperatures
of more than 2 ◦C [44].
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Within this framework, the European Commission appreciated that an additional effort should be
made to transfer, through specific initiatives, the determinations already marked in the White Paper
of 2009 [11] as a development of the Green Book of 2007 [45] and should allow the framework to be
consolidated with the EU Adaptation Strategy [46]. The initiative created for this was the Mayors
Adapt (MA) initiative, considered a sister of the CoM, based on the same principles, but focused on
adaptation to climate change [47]. The MA brings together cities as areas particularly vulnerable
to extreme weather events and other effects of climate change [10]. To ensure the momentum of
the MA, cities that took the lead in adapting to climate change at the EU level were incorporated
into the MA. A forum was created to exchange local ideas and best practices [47]. Cities committed
themselves to contributing to the overall objective of the EU Adaptation Strategy by developing local
adaptation strategies or integrating adaptation to climate change into plans already developed [10].
The municipalities also committed themselves to reviewing the results of these plans every two
years [48]. This periodic monitoring would allow, as it did in the CoM, a better understanding of the
actions and a consistent comparison of climate plans over time [49]. With the MA, the European Union
sought to join European cities in tackling climate change by increasing support for local activities,
providing a platform for increased commitment and networking by cities [10], inspiring action [48], and
raising public awareness not only of the issue, but also of the very actions needed to adapt to climate
change [50]. While the CoM initiative aims to reduce GHGs, the MA aims to adapt infrastructure and
policies to climate impacts by providing a framework for local authorities to take action [51]. Among
the impacts that municipalities face are extreme weather events such as heat waves, storms, floods and
drought, as well as long-term changes such as economic losses and public health problems [50]. By
joining the MA initiative, municipalities receive personalized support, information from networking
events and learning from “best practices” and informational guides and materials [48]. Among the
requirements for membership of the MA are to be constituted as a local authority, either a city or an
organized agglomeration, democratically constituted by elected representatives, with a political leader
who can act on their behalf, and who is located in the European Union (EU), in a candidate or potential
candidate country of the EU, in a European Free Trade Association or in a neighboring country to
the south. On 15 October 2015, the MA was officially merged with the CoM in the new Covenant of
Mayors for Climate and Energy (CoM–C&E). This occurred on the recommendation of the Committee
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of the Regions to achieve the necessary coordination of energy and climate policy issues [52] in what is
described as an effort to promote an integrated approach to climate and energy action [53]. It is hoped
that the initiative will arouse increasing interest among municipalities to integrate climate adaptation
concepts into operational planning [54]. Finally, the information repository of the cities participating
in the MA [55] would be closed in 2018, part of its contents being dumped in the platform of the
European Environment Agency that was already working [56]. The MA, in its year of life, coexisted
with other international initiatives also focused on adaptation to climate change, such as the C40
with adaptation action, Making Cities Resilient, the European Green Capital Award, European Green
Leaf or Rockefeller 100 resilient cities [57], although none of them had the open will to incorporate
small municipalities. Figure 2 shows the leadership of certain cities in belonging to several of these
city networks.
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On 22 June 2016, CoM–C&E joined, while maintaining its autonomy, the Compact of Mayors, a
global network of cities formally initiated in 2014 by the UN and oriented towards the mitigation of
and adaptation to climate change. The integration would result in the Global Covenant of Mayors for
Climate and Energy (GcoM), announced as the largest global movement for local action on climate and
energy [53]. A total of 9664 cities from 59 countries have now joined CoM–C&E, representing more
than 326 million inhabitants [38]. According to the latest available reports, the GcoM has reached 9149
cities, covering a population of more than 780 million [58].

3. Review of Scientific Work to Identify Profiles of Climate Change Plans or Strategies in the EU

The scientific work focusing on previous European initiatives to combat the effects of climate
change is not very abundant; most of it being focused, as we shall see below, on mitigation criteria,
with very little work focused on actions and initiatives to adapt to climate change.

There are very few studies aimed at creating an integrated classification of mitigation
and adaptation strategies for certain SEAPs at an urban level. Among them is the work of
Pasimeni et al. [16] analyzing three sectors, namely, Urban Adaptation and Heath, Transport and
Infrastructure and Energy, trying to find synergies between the implementation of adaptation and
mitigation measures into local planning process.

Between those research focused on mitigation, we can see that some work compares the results of
different initiatives, specifically the European initiative of the CoM and the UN initiative of the Compact

https://www.eea.europa.eu
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of Mayors [43], but most of the work focuses on assessing the mode and degree of implementation
of SEAPs within the framework of the CoM. Among these studies, we can observe those that make
comparisons between multiple territories, such as, for example, the comparison of the reduction of
emissions by saving energy in buildings of 4741 participants in the CoM [59], the influence of such
savings on the air quality of 146 cities [60], the analysis of emission reduction strategies of 124 cities
with more than 100,000 inhabitants [61], the evaluation of the advantages and motivations of an energy
approach analyzing 41 municipalities [62] or the general vision of the methodologies applied [4].
Among the studies focused on specific territories, we can find works in France [63], in Denmark [64]
and evaluations of the effectiveness of the SEAPs in Genoa in Italy [65], a work that evidences the type
of measures implemented in Portugal [66], or studies that compare the implementation of CoMs in
Italy and the United Kingdom, both with a qualitative and qualitative approach [67]. Other studies
have investigated the motivations that lead governments to join city networks in the face of climate
change [66,68–72], the evaluation of involvement and participation through indicators [36,39], the
creation of indicators for evaluating SEAPs based on energy efficiency [73] or the identification of
good practices and guidelines to increase municipalities’ own participation [4]. Unlike previous
works, other works use multi-criteria analysis methodologies to support local administrations in SEAP
programming [74], for scenario feasibility analysis [75] or for implementing decision support tools for
local planning [76].

Reckien analyzed 200 climate change plans [77], showing that only 56 of them had a strategy or
adaptation plan. Despite the absence of papers analyzing the MA initiatives, there is some research
incorporating strategies and actions that relate to adaptation, although not specifically focused on
such European initiatives. Among them, we can highlight two works. In the first of the works, the
adaptation initiatives carried out in the SEE (South Eastern Europe) OrientGate project are studied
and framed, more than on the scale of municipal policy and action, but on the scale of the European
and national policies of the countries participating in the project [54]. In the second work, a Local
Adaptation Strategies (LAS) database is created, based on information obtained from scientific papers
and municipal repositories, comparing a total of 147 examples from 20 countries, highlighting the
main barriers, the main risks and vulnerable sectors and the key responses, identifying patterns of
relations between LAS and by regions and analyzing them through their non-parametric frequencies
and analysis [18]. Taking into account the objectives of the research presented here, this last reference
by Aguiar et al. in 2018 constitutes a singularly relevant framework for knowledge and discussion.

Most of these studies are based on a structured analysis, based on the objectives of the strategies
themselves. Faced with this, this research proposes an eminently exploratory and holistic methodology.

4. Materials and Methods

First of all, in connection with the state of the art, the justification of the adopted methodology is
carried out.

4.1. Justification of the Chosen Methodology

The comparative analyses between adaptation strategies that we can find in the state of the
art allow for contextualization and refined knowledge, allowing the formulation, refinement and
testing of the indicators that guide improved local responses [18,78,79]. Some studies have proposed
classifications for obtaining knowledge [18,20], proposing the analysis of strategies by dividing them
into groups based on factors such as climatic characteristics, level of urbanization and ambitions
towards CO2 reductions [20] or the geographical regions to which they belong [18].

If we classify the distribution patterns for a variable, we observe the dimension or topic of “Climate
Impacts”. Figure 3 shows that the countries with the greatest number of good practices distribute
their cases in multiple impacts, making it very difficult to draw conclusions and patterns through an
analysis of a single variable.
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Similarly, when observing the distribution of foreseen climate impacts in different biogeographic
regions (Figure 4, top), we can verify that most of them are extensively present across time. For
example, extreme temperatures are taken into account in Mediterranean, Atlantic, Continental and
Boreal regions. This also occurs when analyzing the impacts according to the geographical location
(Figure 4, bottom). While sea-level rise obviously receives greater attention on coastal municipalities,
most of the other impacts are considered in several geographical locations.
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This simple preliminary analysis based on absolute frequencies evidences the convenience of
carrying out other studies or the analysis of multivariable or holistic data that integrate multiple
dimensions simultaneously in order to construct patterns that are relevant.

As opposed to an analysis of a single variable, and in contrast to the approach of the research
described above, the work presented here proposes the use of a method that does not presuppose a priori
any determining variable for classification, but on the contrary, focuses on a heuristic methodology for
obtaining patterns and profiles, in the form of scenarios, considering the totality of the data handled,
proposing for this purpose the use of methodologies from the AI (Artificial Intelligence) such as the
ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) and specifically SOM (Self-Organizing Maps).

In view of the foregoing, the proposal distinguishes three methodological phases: (i) the collection
of good practices from the Mayors Adapt initiative; (ii) the classification of strategies into profiles
according to both context and adaptation proposals, using techniques based on artificial neural
networks; (iii) the characterization and comparison of such profiles with each other.
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4.2. Collection of Best Practices from Mayors Adapt

This research compiled each and every one of the 84 “City profiles” identified as “good practices”
in the initiative repository [19], taken from the 258 cities participating in the initiative according to the
latest web archive of the initiative, dated 13 May 2016 [55]. It should be noted that the initiative does
not provide further information on the methodology carried out or on the requirements for such a
distinction as “good practices”. The selection of good practices were available online until 18 April
2018, as can be seen on archive.org [19], and they are integrated into The European Climate Adaptation
Platform Climate-ADAPT [56] until today, since the initiative was officially merged into the Covenant
of Mayors for Climate and Energy on 15 October 2015 [52].

Each good practice had a respective worksheet, both with information systematically classified by
categories and free text information describing the actions to be carried out. All of them have been
systematically coded. The data available for each adaptation strategy are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Available and/or coded data for each “good practice” of the Mayors Adapt initiative. Source:
Compiled by the authors from Mayors Adapt information [19].

Topics Subtopics Categories

Geographical location Fluvial, coast, interior or mountainous.

Country
Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Macedonia, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Turkey or United Kingdom.

Biogeographical regions [80] Mediterranean, Atlantic, Continental, Boreal, Mountain or Arctic.

Catastrophe declaration Yes/No

Climate Change Impacts Extreme Temperatures, Water Scarcity, Flooding, Sea Level Rise, Droughts,
Storms, Ice and Snow and Forest Fires.

Motivation Environmental, Social or Economical.

Actions

Agriculture Transformation of methodologies of agricultural production, Self-production or
Urban agriculture.

Biodiversity, Environment,
Air Management and

Forestry

Waste management, Optimization of resource consumption, Climate comfort,
Water spaces of environmental value, Conservation-preservation or protection of
land, Regeneration and naturalization of natural spaces, Creation of natural
corridors, Improve albedo, Improvement or preservation of biodiversity, Forest
fire alert plan, Firewall on hills and/or provision of facilities for fire, Reducing
carbon emissions or Development of carbon sinks.

Buildings
Improvement of resistance or protection of vulnerable equipment or housing,
Green roofs, Green or energy-saving facades, Reusing obsolete typologies,
Impulse of social facilities or Protection of cultural heritage beings.

Disaster Risk Reduction
Security against natural hazards, Resilience, Self-Protection, Creation of dams,
canals, or similar flood protections, Avoid risk areas, Climate or vulnerability
map or climate records, Equality or social protection.

Energy Management Energy efficiency, Improving public buildings energy efficiency or Improving
private buildings energy efficiency.

Financial Economic protection (insurance, etc.), Monitoring of tourist indicators or
Encouraging economic activities that reduce climate exposure.

Heath Improvement in food and water quality and safety, Measures for safety against
heat waves or Pest management and disease control

Transport or Mobility Sustainable mobility: safe streets and reduction of private vehicles and
Connecting cycling routes to the network of regional parks.

Urban and Spatial
Planning

Increase or improvement of free or green spaces, Urban connection to natural
corridors, Strategies for urbanization and landscaping adapted to the climate
-water, air, sun, etc., Optimization of the location of urban developments,
Regeneration and renovation of abandoned or deteriorated areas or Reduction of
land consumption or increase density.

Water Management

Security and guarantee of supplies and networks, Efficiency in the use and
management of water, Improvement of storm networks or systems to prevent
flooding, Control and management of groundwater, Spaces or places to control
excessive rainfall and Permeable surfaces.

Focusing Adaptation-Driven Actions and Mitigation-Driven Actions

Methodology

Self-Governing People Initiatives and Business Initiatives.

Enabling methods
Education and awareness, Creation and dissemination of networks, knowledge
and collective work, Facilitate the exchange of goods, resources and information,
Coordination or supervision, Knowledge creation or Simulation or research.

Regulations Incentives, Planning, Regulations and Plans.

Provision methods Physical transformation and Human resources for risk prevention.

Level of Implementation
Level 1: Preparing the ground, Level 2: Assessing risk and vulnerabilities, Level
3: Identifying adaptation options, Level 4: Assessing adaptation options, Level 5:
Implementation, Level 6: Monitoring and evaluation.

Difficulty of Implementation Difficulty: 1 to 5.
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By comparing the specific case studies incorporated in the 84 local good practices [19] with the
149 Local Adaptation Strategies presented in Aguiar et al., [18], it can be verified by means of Table 2
that only 24 of them match, reaching 60 new local adaptation initiatives in this research, meaning that
this new study is fully justified.

Table 2. Comparison between the case studies of Aguiar et al., 2018 [18] and the Mayors Adapt (MA)
initiative’s local Good Practices [19]. Distribution of case studies by country and population and
population coverage of the Mayors Adapt initiative’s local Good Practices [19]. Source of population
data, World Bank [81].

Country EU28

Local Adaptation
Strategies (LAS)

(Aguiar et al., 2018)
Mayors Adapt Initiative’s Local Adaptation of Good Practices (MA-GP)

N
(LAS)

Match LAS
& MA

N
(MA-GP)

In MA-GP
and Out of

LAS

of Total
of MA

Population
Included

Country
Population

(2015)

Country
Population

(%)

Belgium � 2 0 6 6 7.14 2,703,803 11,249,420 24.04
Bulgaria � 0 0 2 2 2.38 270,941 7,177,991 3.77
Croatia � 1 0 1 1 1.19 10,500 4,203,604 0.25

Czech Rep. � 3 0 0 0 - - - -
Denmark � 9 1 4 3 4.76 775,222 5,683,483 13.64
Finland � 2 0 0 0 - - - -
France � 12 1 2 1 2.38 825,000 66,538,391 1.24

Germany � 24 4 10 6 11.90 4,397,711 81,679,769 5.38
Greece � 3 0 4 4 4.76 169,108 10,820,883 1.56

Hungary � 11 0 0 0 - - - -
Iceland 0 0 1 1 1.19 120,000 330,815 36.27
Ireland � 2 0 1 1 1.19 1,660,000 4,643,740 35.75

Italy � 3 1 16 15 19.05 1,896,945 60,730,582 3.12
Latvia � 3 0 1 1 1.19 9970 1,977,527 0.50

Macedonia 0 0 1 1 1.19 38,092 2,078,453 1.83
Netherlands � 2 0 2 2 2.38 320,000 16,939,923 1.89

Norway 4 0 0 0 - - - -
Portugal � 28 6 12 6 14.29 1,141,444 10,358,076 11.02
Romania � 1 0 0 0 - - - -
Slovakia � 5 1 1 0 1.19 422,932 5,423,801 7.80

Spain � 7 3 11 8 13.10 5,995,902 46,443,994 12.91
Sweden � 7 1 2 1 2.38 996,000 9,799,186 10.16
Turkey 0 0 1 1 1.19 478,500 78,665,830 0.61

U. Kingdom � 20 6 6 0 7.14 4,503,920 65,128,861 6.92

EU28 149 24 84 60 100 26,099,398 489,874,329 5.33

Total 509,557,762 5.12

Regarding the European representativeness of the study, it can be said that the 84 cities studied
together reach a total population of 26,099,398 inhabitants, which represents 5.12% of the population of
the countries to which they belong and 5.33% of the population of the EU28 (European Union 28).

4.3. Classification of Strategies into Profiles

For the systematic analysis of multidimensional data sources, such as the data available from
the strategies framed in the MA, various approaches have been used for decades, among which the
paradigm of artificial neural networks (ANN), coming from the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI),
stands out as a data mining technique which is clearly heuristic [82], and specifically the Self-Organizing
Maps (SOM) is noteworthy as a type of this that stands out for its power for variable analysis as
opposed to classical linear methods and especially for its representations [83]. The ANN is a type of
machine learning method that has been used profusely in the prediction, classification and recognition
of patterns [22], highlighting the SOM for their ability, from non-ordered data, to create profiles
and representations as a landscape of the phenomenon described by the data [25]. SOMs together
with K-means are the most popular clustering methods [82]. Some authors attribute better results
to the former, adding the advantage of presenting topological relationships graphically between
data [84], which is what the methodology was initially created for [21]. SOMs have been widely used
in engineering, among others to pre-process data, extract properties, process analysis or for pattern
recognition [23]; its own author, Teuvo Kohonen, used it to obtain patterns and structures of world
poverty and welfare [24], opening the methodology seminally to the social sciences and geography.
Gradually, the SOM methodology has been used in a constructive way in several areas close to urban
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and spatial planning, such as the analysis of urban systems [85], the identification of urban dispersion
dynamics [26], the characterization of urban fabrics [27], the evaluation of economic and financial
conditions over time [28], the characterization of exemplary European neighborhoods by means of
profiles [29] or in assisting decision-making by means of digital government tools [86].

The SOMs use unsupervised training and therefore require little operator intervention, making
them very useful in the exploratory and knowledge discovery phases [87]. From the data of the study,
called the input layer, which in our case are the features of the selected local adaptation initiatives,
their organization is obtained by means of a representation in a two-dimensional map of each local
initiative, maintaining topological relations and similarity with the rest of initiatives, locating those
instances that present features with greater similarity among themselves in the map.

The construction of the SOM incorporates all the information obtained from the variable files
(Table 1) that can be compared with the rest of the initiatives, managing a multitude of entities that
have to be coded from a contextual and semantic analysis of the available data. Qualitative variables,
making up most of the information obtained, are not directly incorporated into the SOM as numerical
values [88], but the categories are coded by means of dummy variables, i.e., representing in a binary
way the presence or absence of each quality. In this work, the software Viscovery SOMine 5.0.2.t. was
used for the construction of the SOM model, chosen for its excellent visual representations [28].

Once the SOM model is created, clusters of local adaptation initiatives are defined through
a Ward-Cluster analysis [89]. The number of profiles to be reached can be defined by means of
different methods and well-differentiated criteria [90], and even the use of several of them at the
same time is frequent [91]. There are methods to define the number of clusters or profiles with
a statistical approach, using cohesion and/or separation metrics, generally based on dispersion
measurements based on the sum of squares [92], with the Ball and Hall index [93] or Calinski and
Harabasz [94], the Davies–Bouldin index (DB) [95], the Silhouette Coefficient [96], the Cubic Clustering
Criterion (CCC) [91] or the dendrogram observation method [91] particularly worth highlighting.
A complementary or alternative to statistical approaches is the a priori method of Hair Jr. et al. [97],
who proposed the establishment of an adjusted range of clusters based on the researcher’s experience
and on manageability, simplicity and efficiency, taking into account a practical judgment based on
common sense and technical foundations. This criterion tends to finally consolidate an adjusted range
based on the experience of the researcher, which is estimated to allow the interpretation of the clusters.
Finally, by means of a practical judgment, based on theoretical foundations and common sense, the
final number of profiles is determined, usually resulting in a better solution than one based exclusively
on statistical criteria [97]. In view of the above, and uniquely due to the exploratory and heuristic
nature of the work, it is considered pertinent to restrict the solution of the number of profiles to a
conceptual criterion of the problem, reaching a number of profiles for which a useful and relevant
interpretation of local adaptation strategies can be made. In this way, an iterative process is carried
out by which the number of profiles is increased, evaluated through technical and critical judgment,
stopping the process when it is no longer possible to clearly explain the meaning of a new profile or
when fragmentation ceases to have practical value.

4.4. Characterization and Comparison of Profiles

The characterization and subsequent comparison of profiles was carried out in two steps:
Firstly, a series of non-parametric tests was carried out in which the relevance of the groupings

and profiles obtained was evaluated. Considering that the nature of the information is eminently
categorical, and consequently, without normality in the distribution of the data, it was decided to
carry out nonparametric tests of Chi2 with Yates correction [30], contrasting the independence of each
variable in relation to their categorization in each of the profiles obtained previously.

Along with the statistical significance obtained, the second step consisted of evaluating the
magnitude of the results through the size of the effect [31], in line with the recommendations of the
American Statistical Association [98]. As is well known, statistical significance does not provide
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information on the strength of the association, which is usually measured by effect size [33]. This is
why it is calculated for each pair of profiles and varies its effect size, understood as the strength of the
association, and specifically as the ratio of probability that the event occurs versus the probability that
it does not occur, which is generally called the odds ratio (OR). OR has been used as the “magnitude
of effect” in cases with dichotomous results [32,33], such as those found in our case study, and
comparisons of magnitude can even be made between such effect sizes derived from OR and those
from Cohen’s d [33].

5. Results

5.1. Collection of Best Practices From the Mayors Adapt Initiative

Looking at the distribution of case studies by country (Table 2) and their spatial distribution
(Figure 5), we can see that more than half of the case studies are concentrated in four countries. This
shows that Italy, with 16 cities (19.05% of the case studies), has only 3.12% of its population represented;
Portugal, with 12 cities (14.29%), reaches a representation level of 11.02% of its total population; Spain,
with 11 cities represented (13.10%), reaches 12.91% of the population being included; and finally,
Germany, with 10 cities (11.90%), reaches 5.38% of its total population. On the other hand, some
countries stand out in that, although they have few cities in the study, they reach a percentage of their
total population that is certainly relevant. Among them, the following stand out: Iceland, with one city
in the study (1.19%), representing 36.26% of its national population; Ireland, also with one city (1.19%),
covering 35.75% of the total population; and Belgium, with six cities in the study (7.14%), reaching
24.04% of its national population.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the 84 good practices of the Mayors Adapt initiative. The population of the
city, the geographical location and the biogeographical region to which the municipality belongs are
indicated. Source: compiled by the authors from Mayors Adapt information [19].

5.2. Classification of Strategies Into Profiles

After the codification of the information of the municipal strategies of adaptation to climate
change, as described in the methodology, the data are introduced in the ANN, with the SOM type,
and the iterative process of determining the appropriate number of clusters is carried out. In this
process, two classifications are determined as relevant, in four and in 19 clusters. This is a hierarchical
analysis, meaning that the 19 classes are included in the four clusters of superior hierarchical rank,
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allowing an initial analysis and interpretation of conglomerates based on the four classes, which we call
patterns (from A to D) in this research, finally allowing detail in each of the 19 profiles (from 1 to 19).
In our case, a larger number of profiles did not provide additional information that could be easily and
intuitively interpreted. Figure 6a,b present the SOM with the classification in four patterns (a) and in
19 profiles (b).
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Figure 6. Maps of Mayors Adapt (MA) adaptation strategies. Obtained by means of Self-Organizing
Maps (SOM). You can see in both figures the same location in the map of each municipal strategy.
According to the operation of the SOMs, the closer the map is, the greater the similarity of the input
variables. Two different classifications are shown: (a) classification in four main clusters or Patterns;
(b) classification in 19 clusters or Profiles. Source: Compiled by the authors.

5.3. Characterization and Comparison of Profiles

Figures 7 and 8 repeat the frequency analysis for each of the four main patterns observed. In this
case, significant differences between them are clearly observed, especially when crossing them with
variables such as the different bioregions. This type of quantification is especially effective with few
profiles or patterns. In order to evaluate a greater number of profiles, other statistical tests are carried
out to guide the analyst in his conclusions.
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regions for each of the patterns. Source: Compiled by the authors.

Table 3 shows a selection of the results of the clustering of the 19 profiles by SOM and Ward Cluster,
consisting of the four dominant or main profiles, in terms of the number and representativeness of the
strategies. It is also a synthesis that incorporates the results of a Chi2 test for each of the profiles and
each of the 132 items and/or variables considered, amounting to a total of 2508 hypothesis contrasts.
Together with statistical significance, the size of the effect (OR) is provided, providing very relevant
information on the impact. Specifically, the size of the effect describes the probability of what the
variable describes occurring within the pattern or profile under study, increasing the probability
beyond 50% in values above 1 (maximum value OR =∞), and decreasing in the same direction with
values below the unit (minimum value OR = 0).
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Table 3. Synthesis of the 19 profiles obtained. The dominant profiles (1, 3, 2, 7) are shown for each of
the patterns obtained (A, B, C, D). Source: Compiled by the authors. N = 84; n = subsample; χ2 = Chi
Square Test; OR = odds ratio. Bold = Statistical Significance (p-value ≤ 0.05).

Topics Categories
(Sub-Topics)

n
Profile 1 (in
Pattern A)

Profile 3 (in
Pattern B)

Profile 2 (in
Pattern C)

Profile 7 (in
Pattern D)

χ2 OR χ2 OR χ2 OR χ2 OR

Geographical location

Fluvial 44 1.195 0.51 7.533 11.47 8.174 0.08 0.327 0.59
Coast 25 0.557 1.59 - 0.00 19.70 32.63 0.242 0.57

Interior 14 0.455 1.64 0.523 0.46 - 0.00 2.084 3.72
Mountainous 1 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

Bio-geographical
regions

Mediterranean 43 6.877 6.70 - 0.00 1.607 2.46 5.065 ∞

Atlantic 24 3.285 0.17 7.626 5.76 0.409 0.59 - 0.00
Continental 12 - 0.00 5.039 4.64 - 0.00 - 0.00

Boreal 3 0.758 2.88 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00
Mountain 1 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

Arctic 1 - 0.00 - 0.00 7.472 ∞ - 0.00

Catastrophe declaration 21 6.826 4.75 0.872 1.88 - 0.00 - 0.00

Climate Change
Impacts

Extreme Temperatures 69 4.451 0.26 0.001 0.98 0.036 0.85 1.153 ∞

Water Scarcity 33 1.694 0.41 - 0.00 0.410 0.63 8.211 ∞

Flooding 58 0.446 1.60 5.671 ∞ 0.005 1.05 5.984 0.10
Sea Level Rise 25 0.557 1.59 2.587 0.20 13.70 13.41 0.242 0.57

Droughts 36 4.740 0.20 0.035 1.13 2.422 0.29 7.084 ∞

Storms 48 0.068 0.85 5.893 9.21 0.236 0.72 2.995 0.17
Ice and Snow 12 0.015 1.11 0.279 0.56 - 0.00 0.142 1.55
Forest Fires 5 0.083 1.40 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

Motivation
Environmental 70 9.629 0.15 0.523 2.17 2.268 ∞ 1.061 ∞

Social 46 0.005 0.96 0.000 0.99 0.104 0.80 0.059 1.26
Economical 38 9.627 8.96 0.000 1.01 2.919 0.26 - 0.00

Actions

Agriculture 8 - 0.00 - 0.00 0.003 1.06 - 0.00
Biodiversity,

Environment, Air and
Forestry

67 10.76 0.14 3.209 ∞ 2.877 ∞ 1.286 0.35

Buildings 24 0.036 1.13 0.010 0.93 - 0.00 - 0.00
Disaster Risk Reduction 54 5.260 8.29 3.908 6.59 2.916 0.32 4.541 0.12

Energy Management 19 1.958 0.25 1.323 0.31 1.033 0.35 - 0.00
Financial 6 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

Heath 27 1.980 0.33 0.103 1.24 0.767 0.49 - 0.00
Transport or Mobility 9 0.351 1.66 - 0.00 1.023 2.39 - 0.00

Urban and Spatial
Planning 54 7.525 0.19 7.028 ∞ 0.161 1.34 - 0.00

Water Management 58 1.663 0.46 0.966 2.20 4.482 0.25 2.380 ∞

Focusing
Adaptation-Driven

Actions 82 0.373 ∞ 0.306 ∞ 2.835 0.12 0.128 ∞

Mitigation-Driven
Actions 57 19.41 0.05 0.138 1.31 5.374 ∞ 5.583 0.10

Methodology

Self-Governing 7 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00
Enabling methods 42 11.01 0.06 0.105 0.81 1.816 0.38 1.914 0.23

Regulation 72 0.971 0.48 0.279 1.77 0.170 1.57 9.073 0.09
Provision methods 74 0.260 1.74 0.096 1.41 0.709 0.48 0.332 0.51

Level of
Implementation

L1. Preparing the
ground 28 0.728 0.55 - 0.00 3.632 3.55 1.701 3.24

L2. Assessing risk &
vulnerability 18 1.724 0.26 1.677 2.41 0.014 0.91 0.006 0.91

L3. Identifying
adaptation options 13 0.000 0.99 4.222 4.06 0.260 0.57 - 0.00

L4. Assessing
adaptation options 11 1.347 2.36 0.178 0.63 - 0.00 - 0.00

L5. Implementation 11 4.222 4.06 0.178 0.63 0.096 0.71 0.223 1.73
L6. Monitoring &

Evaluation 3 - 0.00 1.120 3.55 - 0.00 - 0.00
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Some relevant results obtained from the analysis of profiles are shown below, detailing the four
main patterns found and the main profile within each of them:

Pattern A, risk reduction from an economic and physical protection approach: a pattern composed
of 24 cities that have often declared catastrophe caused by climate change, with expected climate
change impacts due to flooding, with eminent economic protection motivation and low environmental
motivation, and with risk reduction actions largely based on physical protection actions.

As a dominant profile, the following stand out:

• Profile 1, cities with risk reduction through physical protection: Cities in Portugal (OR = 5.7), Italy
(OR = 2.2) and the Mediterranean region (OR = 6.7) often do not declare a disaster caused by
climate change (OR = 4.8). A relatively small size of the effect of the impact of climate change
by extreme temperatures (OR = 0.3) and droughts (OR = 0.2) compared to other effects such as
flooding, sea level rise, etc. They have high economic motivation (OR = 9.0), with a very low focus
on mitigation (OR = 19.41). Among the actions, those aimed at disaster reduction risk (OR = 8.3),
such as the creation of dams, canals, or similar flood protections (OR = 18.2) and security against
natural hazards (OR = 3.5) stand out. In this profile, we can find the good practices of the cities of
Águeda, Anadia, Barreiro, Carmignano di Brenta, Glasgow, Granada, Ílhavo, Puerto Lumbreras,
Rende, Stockholm, Treviso, Vagos and Vicenza.

As secondary profiles or variants of Pattern A:

• Profile 15, mountain and forest cities, focusing on early warning and emission control: Smolyan
and Valka.

• Profile 6, mountain and/or river cities with high heritage value, focused on responsible land use:
Craco, Udine, Valeggio sul Mincio and Växjö.

• Profile 19, coastal heritage city, focused on protection against the rise of the sea and cultural
goods: Dublin.

• Profile 10, coastal cities, focusing on protection against rising sea levels through physical barriers
and risk control areas: Copenhagen, Næstved and Roskilde.

• Profile 13, cities focusing on private mitigation actions and economic protection for
adaptation: Turin.

Pattern B, floodable river cities: This pattern is composed of 24 cities, primarily in river
environments impacted by floods and storms. There is a clear focus on resilience improvement
measures based on climate-based planning and urbanization with measures to improve flood prevention
networks and systems.

As a dominant profile, the following stand out:

• Profile 3, floodable river cities, mainly German, focused on climate-adapted planning: these are
river cities (OR = 11.5), which include most of the German cities in the study (OR = ∞) and a
UK city, located in the Atlantic (OR = 5.8) and continental regions (OR = 4.6), with impacts from
flooding (OR =∞) and storms (OR = 9.2). They focus mainly on disaster risk reduction actions
(OR = 6.6) based on the fight against natural risks (OR = 4.0) and on resilience (OR = 7.6) and
urban and planning actions (OR =∞) as climate-adapted urbanization and landscape strategies
(OR = 4.5). This includes the cities of Aachen, Arnsberg, Elmshorn, Frankfurt am Main, Greater
Manchester, Hannover, Leicester, Munich, Münster, Stuttgart and Wuppertal.

As secondary profiles or variants of Pattern B:

• Profile 4, mainly Belgian or nearby river cities, focusing on prevention and safety against heat
waves and floods: Antwerp, Antwerp Province, Ghent, Hasselt, Leuven, Worms and Zwijndrecht.

• Profile 12, Dutch river cities, with increased attention to extreme temperature impacts and flooding,
focusing on natural protection actions: Arnhem and Nijmegen.
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• Profile 17, dry and floodable continental river cities, focusing on the naturalization of the medium
and the city: Bratislava.

• Profile 18, UK fluvial, dry, floodable and coastal cities, medium naturalization and city, business
boost and safety measures against heat waves: Edinburgh.

• Profile 14: English river cities, with a focus on self-protection, equity and business: Newcastle
upon Tyne and Stirling.

Pattern C, mainly Mediterranean and coastal cities, focused on adaptation through conservation
measures and planning sensitive to nature and climate: this pattern is made up of 24 cities, mainly in
Mediterranean and coastal environments. Many of the measures focus on the environmental field,
regenerating natural environments, creating natural corridors and connections with cities, improving
biodiversity and certain measures towards mitigation.

As a dominant profile, the following stand out:

• Profile 2, coastal cities that are focused on measures for the conservation, regeneration and
protection of natural spaces and coastlines: coastal cities (OR = 32.6), mainly in Italian, Portuguese,
Spanish and Mediterranean regions but also in the Arctic due to an Icelandic case. They show
attention to the impact of sea level rise (OR = 13.4). They propose actions for the regeneration and
naturalization of natural areas (OR = 12.5), especially aquatic areas (OR = 9.2), the creation of
corridors (OR = 38.6) connected to the city (OR = 5.7), the improvement of biodiversity (OR = 11.6)
and a regulatory approach (OR = 3.8). Although an indoor city is included, it shares the measures
with the rest. This includes the cities of Andrano, Cascais, Lisbon, Reggio Emilia, Reykjavik, San
Benedetto del Tronto, San Sebastian/Donostia, Silvi, Torres Vedras and Vila do Conde.

As secondary profiles or variants of Pattern C:

• Profile 5, cities with drought, extreme temperatures and fires, focused on the promotion and
regeneration of the natural and urban environment, climate-sensitive urbanization and protection
against heat waves: Albertslund, Bologna, Burgas, Coruche, Lleida, Madrid, Mértola and Sorradile.

• Profile 16, inland Atlantic river cities with extreme temperatures and water scarcity, focusing on
mitigation, urban reuse, land-use reduction and social protection: Rouen and Toulouse Métropole.

• Profile 8, Mediterranean coastal cities with extreme temperatures, focused on forest fire control
and mitigation: including the cities of Agioi Anargyroi-Kamatero, Alimos, Farsala and Ilion.

Pattern D, inland cities with drought and water scarcity, focused on efficient water management:
This pattern is made up of 12 cities, mainly Mediterranean and inland, with foreseen impacts due to
high temperatures, water scarcity and drought. The main measure in which most of the cities in this
pattern coincide is the actions to improve efficiency in the use and management of water.

As a dominant profile, the following stand out:

• Profile 7, mainly Mediterranean inland or coastal cities with drought and extreme temperatures,
which are focused on the management and saving of water and resources: Alfândega da Fé,
Barcelona, Molina de Segura, Murcia and Sant Cugat del Valles.

As secondary profiles or variants of Pattern D:

• Profile 9, inland continental cities with drought and extreme temperatures, focused on water saving,
agricultural self-production and measures to improve natural spaces and urban regeneration:
Daruvar, Kochani and Nilüfer (Bursa).

• Profile 11, inland Mediterranean cities with drought and extreme temperatures and fires, focused
on changing the agrarian system, saving water and resources, mitigation and awareness: Bullas,
Granollers, Lanusei and Mosciano Sant’Angelo.
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6. Discussion

Among the main specific results and contributions of this work, we have given the construction
methodology and the strategic patterns and profiles finally obtained.

When analyzing the distribution of good practices among the different Profiles and Patterns,
marking at the same time the country in which each city is inserted (Figure 9), it can be observed that
in certain Profiles and Patterns, the presence of certain countries predominates.
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However, the spatial representation of the obtained strategic patterns will undoubtedly be
even more evident and conclusive (Figure 10), with relevant differences observed with respect to
state-of-the-art studies that base their spatial distribution in the Northern, Eastern, Western and
Southern European regions [18].
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The most striking differences with respect to the state of the art are found in the distribution of
Pattern B, related to flood impacts mainly in Central Europe, with its spatial distribution being observed
throughout much of the Western region, but also in the Northern region and partially in the Eastern
region. On the other hand, it can be verified that there are patterns in adaptation actions throughout
Europe. However, instead of fitting into the European regions described by Aguiar et al. [18], namely
bioregions (Figures 7 and 8) or countries’ borders (Figure 9), they rather emerge in a more complex set
of dimensions related to the impact of climate change. This is an important innovation compared to
other similar works.

Among the dimensions with great impacts, the geographical location stands out, but it is also
observed that it significantly affects the approach to responding to risk. In this sense, the analysis of
the patterns and profiles obtained clearly shows the existence of different approaches when it comes to
managing or planning (Figure 11). Some profiles are oriented towards protection against risk with
important transformations and infrastructure (Pattern A), showing certain opposition to those who
focus on planning with and towards nature (Pattern C), the former generally having a higher economic
cost than the latter. These approaches are nuanced depending on the type of impact of expected climate
change, with water scarcity (Pattern D) at one end, or floods generally at the other end (Pattern B),
being decisive.
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When analyzing the SOM map of the strategies obtained (Figures 6 and 11), clear coincidences are
observed, with the most urgent European vulnerabilities detected by Aguiar et al. in 2018 [18] as key
elements, which are floods and water scarcity. Figure 11 shows a synthesis of the patterns observed
in the strategy map obtained using the proposed SOM methodology. From the proposed patterns
and profiles, it can be concluded that there is indeed no single way of planning for climate change in
Europe, but that multiple interests and motivations can be observed [18,99], and consequently, different
strategic approaches should be taken into account when building collaborative networks between
interested municipalities.

If we analyze the limitations of the research, we can mention those presented by the SOM analysis
methodology, which coincide with the shortcomings of the data with which it operates. The data
with which we have worked have a certain limitation in the number of observations, which only
reaches 84, which are the case studies expressly identified as good practices by the MA, but without
having information to support that such selection responds to a specific methodology and criteria,
which could be considered a weakness of such selection and consequently of this study. This number,
without being high, does not present any problem to be used by the ANN SOM with robustness and
efficiency. On the other hand, the data of each initiative have the added difficulty of specifying a
non-automatic coding, especially when coding the actions proposed by the strategies. Undoubtedly,
as Aguiar et al. notes in the Local Adaptation Strategies database they build, this type of work can be
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expanded and used to improve the understanding and promotion of local adaptation measures in
Europe [18]. Likewise, certain interpretative difficulties can be attributed to the methodology of the
work, typical of heuristic approaches in which there is no previously marked hypothesis to corroborate.
However, the statistical analyses used (non-parametric tests and effect sizes) help in the interpretation
process, avoiding interpretative arbitrariness in the process.

This paper proposes to open, or reinforce its scope of, certain lines of research linked to adaptation
policies, European governance, or specifically in relation to institutional merges, which arose around
the CoM for strategic purposes (Gesing, 2018). These suggestions illustrate the usefulness of the
proposed method for identifying relevant issues from raw information:

(i) In quantitative terms, participation in the city network has reached very high levels, surpassing
the 9600 signatory municipalities between the launch in 2008 and June 2019, with high repercussions
in small cities [100,101]. The evaluation of the success of the MA in its year of life between 2014 and
2015 does not yield results as encouraging as those of the CoM, not even when analyzing the impact
beyond 2015 of the initiatives inherited from the MA when integrated with the CoM through its merger
in 2015 in the initiative CoM–C&E and in 2016 in the GCoM. Only 149 local authorities had signed
by 8 February 2016 [55], compared with CoM’s 640 in a significantly shorter period of life [41]. If
we consider the level of implementation of municipal adaptation plans or strategies as a qualitative
indicator of the degree of development and involvement of municipalities in the initiative, we can
observe that, in 2016, of the 84 good practices studied in this work, 33% of them were at a level of
implementation and development catalogued as Level 1: Preparing the ground, 42% were at a medium
level that includes Level 2: Assessing risk and vulnerabilities, Level 3: Identifying adaptation options
and Level 4: Assessing adaptation options. Finally, only 21% were in Level 5: Implementation, and 4%
in Level 6: Monitoring and evaluation. Bearing in mind that this is a selection of good practices, the
data show the low level of development and implementation of most municipal strategies, since, at the
end of the MA, 75% of them were still immersed in the strategic design phase. A simple quantitative
analysis of information from the Covenant of Mayors portal [102] shows, as of June 2019, that the
177 declared adaptation actions could be considered as insignificant compared to the 6003 mitigation
actions, obviously without evaluating the fact that a high number of signatories necessarily implies
the achievement of their objectives [36]. Our work seems to enlighten that certainly an enormous
loss of visibility and transcendence of the MA exists with respect to the already successful CoM, and
consequently, there is a loss of relevance of adaptation actions with respect to mitigation actions, at
least within the framework of the CoM initiative in its different stages. This should be verified by other
research specifically geared towards policy and governance.

(ii) Another issue that this work suggests further research is the interest in building a battery
of indicators to monitor the implementation of adaptation policies, which should be specifically
designed for each strategic profile. The increasing frequency of extreme climate events [18] does
not seem to be accompanied by consistent growth in actions focused on climate adaptation. One
of the keys to CoM’s success and to the good progress made in approaching emission reduction
and renewable energy production objectives [59] has been its quantitative approach [39], which is
materialized in permanent monitoring and evaluation [65]. The MA presented its own monitoring
and evaluation instruments, but with the institutional merger into the CoM–C&E, there is no doubt
that the previous instruments of the CoM have served as the framework and practically the only
reference for implementation, as can be seen in the statistics, infographics and general information
compiled in the portal of the integrated initiative [102]. Without a doubt, the fact that the different
CoM strategies share the instruments of monitoring and accounting for GHG reduction has favored an
evaluation that makes it possible to compare the degree of implementation or success of measures,
legitimizing the EU’s grants to municipalities in a transparent and quantitative manner, while also
favoring networking, in a virtuous dynamic of collaboration and sharing of strategies and concrete
actions for mitigation. On the other hand, in adaptation, insofar as each municipality appears to
have unique and differentiated problems with respect to other territories, comparative monitoring
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has become difficult and questionable, and more seriously, networking has become equally difficult
as local entities do not find similarities with other municipalities that encourage effort. Faced with
this difficulty, this research offers a methodological framework that facilitates the creation of new
networks for each pattern or strategic profile, thus ensuring that municipalities share much more than
the impacts of climate change or a specific problem in isolation.

(iii) It is considered useful to improve the approach to adaptation as a new research challenge,
and every effort must be made to incorporate it into decision-making processes [54], working towards
the consolidation of transnational networks of knowledge and synergies [54,72] and the recovery
of monitoring and information systems [54], and incorporating citizens as much as possible in the
decision-making processes.

(iv) It will be interesting to assess the interest in implementing a system of accreditations, voluntary
seals or certifications that recognize and make visible the effort, dedication and investment in the
adaptation of both municipalities and supra-municipal institutions, and both public and private
organizations and companies.

In any case, it should be remembered that CoM initiatives and therefore the MA have been useful
in fostering coordination and increasing mutual trust among their participants [67], getting cities
involved, making them a medium and target for climate actions [42], and allowing mayors to influence
climate change initiatives [103].

Finally, it can be stated that by means of this research, the promotion of research that favors a
holistic and global approach to the problem of adaptation can be considered key, making it easier
and more robust to identify patterns between different geographical, political and strategic contexts,
approaches, motivations, effects and impacts of climate change.

7. Conclusions

Municipal strategies belonging to the CoM initiative have delivered instruments for monitoring
GHG reductions as a key mitigation measure at the European level over the last decade. However,
its analogous initiative, the Mayor Adapt, has found difficulties in being able to compare the degree
of implementation of their measures between different cities, since there are notable differences
between the various strategies to be implemented to reduce exposure to the risks caused by climate
change. Faced with this problem, this paper proposes a methodology to explore patterns in different
adaptation strategies.

For this purpose, a holistic analysis was carried out of all available variables on each adaptation
strategy of the good practices of the Mayors Adapt initiative. These include geographical dimensions,
climate change impact, motivation and adaptation approach, and planned actions. A methodology
based on techniques from the field of Artificial Intelligence was used, such as artificial neural networks
and specifically using Self-Organizing Maps. It has been possible to identify differentiated strategic
approaches based on these variables and features. Such patterns and profiles were statistically
characterized by non-parametric tests and effect sizes. In the work, up to 19 different profiles of cities
were detailed according to their strategies, encompassed in four patterns with common qualities.
Among such patterns, together with those described in our results, two clearly differentiated groups
should be highlighted. The first presents an eminently adaptive approach, which would include
Patterns A and B described in our outcomes, with 48 cities, which are mainly fluvial, with recent
floods, with a motivation towards the preservation of economic resources and reduction of natural
risks through the provision and creation of infrastructure to limit exposure to risk. The second group
includes 36 cities, included in Patterns C and D, usually located in the inland or in areas of coastal
influence and specifically in the Mediterranean biogeographical region, with impacts mainly due
to water scarcity and extreme temperatures, presenting a mainly environmental motivation, and
which could be framed with a certain orientation towards mitigation and with methodologies based
on activation, such as education and awareness and a dissemination of measures or the creation of
planning networks.
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The results of this work show a high variability between approaches and interests. This condition
may have repercussions on the usefulness of municipal networks for the exchange of existing strategies,
not facilitating the discussion of problems and minimally common solutions. Therefore, greater attention
to city profiles may serve as a previous step for delivering tailor-made criteria to the appraisal and
monitoring of initiatives. It can also guide a more effective way of generating city-networks that in spite
of their geographical distance, are able to up-scale the impact of their individual efforts at the EU level.

Highlighting with a special emphasis on the relevance of local initiatives such as the Mayors Adapts
or the Covenant of Mayors, this work formulated a series of future research and recommendations
based on the discussion and conclusions reached, aimed at promoting adaptation actions within
the European framework, in an attempt to reverse the scarcity dynamics of relative relevance and
repercussion of adaptation initiatives in the face of climate change, always understood as a complement
to mitigation initiatives, which have been widely recognized.

Future work could be linked to deepen the political and strategic considerations set out above,
to extent to other European adaptation initiatives or to other territorial areas, to create a decision
support system oriented to the recommendation of strategic adaptation actions, taking into account
the approach and the local conditions of the municipality or towards the elaboration of performance
indicators of the strategies of each of the profiles and/or patterns proposed in the work.
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